
Historically speaking, the first image of  pinocchio was a black and white illustration made by a few but significant 
elements. 
A lot of  illustrator gave life to this character, even if  some of  them distorted the original one, like Disney did. 
In people’s minds Pinocchio is always figured with his long nose and his breadcrumbs hat as described in the 
literary work of  Collodi.
Our project wants to gave the right importance to that fundamental elements that makes this character iconic and 
whose remained visually unchanged through the years.
From our research we found that Pinocchio costumes changed a lot of  times depending on the illustrator and that 
the elements that never changed were the ones we decided to emphasize in our work.
Our being graphic designers led us to develop a minimal and straightforward logo made from only one line that 
can be easily recognized and used in various areas, from web applications - like apps or websites - to the classic 
printed graphics or way-finding and merchandise.

Concept

The logotype has been realized using a mixture of  typography and calligraphy. We choose to give to this visual 
identity a sense of  childhood and handmade thanks to the human touch given by free-form and line-drawing 
elements. Relating to the font, we used Varela Round Typeface because it perfectly matches with the round 
shapes of  the calligraphic piece and even with our Pinocchio caracher. This font can be downloaded for free 
from Google Fonts. Whenever creating additional documents, signage, or other visual communication 
components for Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi, these typefaces are strongly recommended.

Typography 

All the brand platforms as stationery, merchandise elements and web 
applications must be in accordance with the brand standard.
Examples of  visual communication pieces are shown here.
As promotional products are an excellent way to expand a brand presence, 
we developed some merchandise objects like pins, notebooks, shopper or 
t-shirts. In accordance with all the visual identity, only institutional red (C 0, 
M 100, Y 80, K30) and green (C 100, M 0, Y 100, K 50) are admitted to 
create merchandise. 

Applications

According to the original literary work of  Pinocchio, the colors chosen for 
the entire visual identity are: green, red and white.
Formal applications of  the identity are reproduced in two colors using the 
Pantone or CMYK colors shown. In less formal applications a one-color 
version using black is acceptable. 
The identity should be used against a background that is white or of  a 
neutral color.
Otherwise, it's strictly recommended to use the white version of  the logos.
Clearspace is defined as the area around the identity it’s free of  other 
elements (including page or other surface edges). 
According to the modular grid we created, that area is equal to 3 square 
modules as shown in the infographic.
All the logo versions applications must never be smaller than the identity’s 
minimum reproduction size of  15 mm high.
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